Shalom to all.

Our GREATEST OFFENSIVE WEAPON(s) in spiritual warfare!
WHO has AUTHORITY over the kingdom of darkness?
Allow me [in love] to share with you what I have learned pertaining to OVERCOMING all the
plans, schemes, and assignments that the kingdom of darkness assigns against all those
who OBEY The Almighty (ELohim), guarding His commands.
Firstly, we must understand that we are engaged in spiritual battle [EVERY DAY] - this battle
is real, and can be very destructive in believers’ lives who don't understand their authority.
Psa 27:2 When evil-doers come against me To eat up my flesh, My adversaries and my
enemies, They shall stumble and fall.
1Pet 5:8 Be sober, watch, because your adversary the devil walks about like a roaring lion,
seeking someone to devour.

WHAT [offensive weapons] do the set-apart ones, who guard the commands of ELohim
(Almighty) have against the constant schemes and attacks of the kingdom of darkness?
Our GREATEST OFFENSIVE WEAPON is CALLING on the NAME of The Almighty!
The ancient Hebrew for “The Name (of The Almighty)” is the word “shem”, made-up of 2
Hebrew letters, “shin” and “mem”. When we add these two letters together, they form a
word picture guiding us to what "The Name" of the Almighty actually means.
“Shem” means to “DESTROY CHAOS”
It also speaks of AUTHORITY!
So, when we call-out the Name of the Almighty YHUH (pronounced as Yahuah in EVERY
LANGUAGE on earth), we DESTROY all CHAOS in our lives!
Who is the “creator of chaos” other than satan and his kingdom of darkness (Eph 6:12)!
When we call on the TRUE COVENANT NAME of Yahuah, we DESTROY all the CHAOS
that satan has brought upon us, or assigned to us through his demonic kingdom of darkness!
Can we understand why satan (through Translators) have gone through so much trouble to
"HIDE" the TRUE SCRIPTURAL Names of Father and Son from us? He understands the
POWER and AUTHORITY in their Names, DESTROYING all the CHAOS that his kingdom
of darkness has assigned to believers' lives!
Our two other most powerful [OFFENSIVE WEAPONS] are:
= the BLOOD of The perfect Lamb - Yahusha Messiah, and the
= WORD of OUR WITNESS/TESTIMONY (not that of a pastor/priest/rabbi, etc).
Rev 12:11 "And they overcame him because of the Blood of the Lamb, and because of
the Word of their witness, and they did not love their lives to the death".
WHO has AUTHORITY over ALL the POWER of the enemy (satan and his kingdom of
darkness)?
Messiah send out 70 Messengers (Luk 10:1) to proclaim that the "reign of The Almighty"
was near and He gave them authority "IN HIS NAME".
Messiah was born a Hebrew and had Hebrew Name. He does NOT have a poorly translated
name from the “greek”, inscribed in modern-day translations. There is POWER and
AUTHORITY in the [TRUE] NAMES of FATHER and SON as already explained (See also
the valid question posed in Prov 30:4, and the corruption of scribes/translators, proclaiming
FALSEHOOD as per Jer 8:8).
Messiah Yahusha instructed the 70 to witness what He taught them (Luk 10:16).
Those who study Scripture will KNOW that Messiah Yahusha TAUGHT, WITNESSED, and
PROCLAIMED His Father's commands (Mat 19:17; Yoh 8:28; Yoh 12:49-50) - the very
same commands that Moses taught (Deu 4:2; Deu 28:1-2) - the same commands that
all the major and minor Prophets in the Tanak (Old Testament) taught - the same
commands that even Paul taught (Acts 24:14; Rom 3:31; Rom 7:12).

Luk 10:19 "See, I give you the authority to trample on serpents and scorpions, and over
all the power of the enemy, and none at all shall hurt you".
TO SUMMARIZE . . .
1) CALL on the NAME of YAHUAH (not lord or god) to destroy the chaos that the
kingdom of darkness has plotted against you and your family.
2) The BLOOD of Yahusha Messiah TESTIFIES AGAINST the evil plotted against
you and your family.
3) GUARD the COMMANDS of ELohim, and in doing so STAND FIRM in your
AUTHORITY over ALL the POWER of the enemy.
4) WITNESS the Word of ELohim over every evil plotted against you and your
family.

